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Paradigm Shift in the Work of Arnold de Beer and Ecquid Novi: African Journalism Studies (1980-
2020) 
   
Abstract 
This article examines the early work of Arnold S. de Beer, a founding scholar of journalism studies in 
South Africa. Drawing on culturalism and autoethnography, a revisionist analysis examines the 
maturing perspectives of the author over 45 years of interaction with De Beer. The conceptual 
opposites negotiated include communication science vs media studies, positivism vs cultural studies, 
and objectivity vs subjectivity. The narrative focuses on how De Beer with Ecquid Novi (EN), and 
through his publications, shaped journalistic debates in South Africa from 1980 onwards. The 
junction where the paths of the two scholars converged is framed within a medieval jousting 
metaphor. This article continues and reassesses an overview written in similar vein in 2004 by the 
present author on the occasion of EN’s then 25th anniversary. 
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A country and journalism teaching at breaking point  
The 1970s were pivotal in the struggle for democracy. The Soweto student uprising of June 1976 and 
the growth of independent trade unions underpinned new waves of anti-apartheid resistance, with 
an associated bearing on journalism teaching in the country.  
When we first met in the late 1970s, Arnold (Arrie) de Beer and I were enigmas to each other, 
being subjects of very different ideological and cultural practices separated by the brute forces of 
political difference.   De Beer was a lecturer in the Department of Communication at the new Rand 
Afrikaanse Universiteit (RAU) in Johannesburg, which he joined in 1974 after ten years in Afrikaans 
journalism practice.  RAU’s aim was to educate the “Kinders van die Groot Stad” (“Children of the Big 
City”), as De Beer expressed it.  
In contrast, Ruth Teer-Tomaselli and I moved from the anti-apartheid University of the 
Witwatersrand to Rhodes in 1981, and then to Natal in 1985, and I ended up, ironically, in 2015 at 
the reincarnation of RAU, now called the University of Johannesburg (UJ). The distances travelled, 
time, and the geography of experience led me to realise that, like me, De Beer was also negotiating 
determining discourses at the various institutions through which he travelled: RAU, University of 
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Orange Free State (UOFS), Potchefstroom University for Christian Higher Education (PUCHE, now 
North-West University, NWU), and finally, Stellenbosch University (SU).   
This retrospective re-examines the nature of our academic relationship, its contradictions, as 
well as their highlights and lowlights.  We interacted, creatively prepared our respective 
metaphorical lances, and sportingly jousted to the endless irk and amusement of our colleagues in 
the tournament’s stands, known in medieval times as the berfrois. Sometimes, surprisingly,  we were 
on the same track and tiltyard, jointly jousting at other windmills and knights. Now, after our life-long 
tournament, we are in less combative retirement, marked by a particular form of collegiality.  
We can now toast each other over a flagon of mead in the recess area and reflect on our life-
long intellectual jousting. Progress occurs as much in discussion, debate and conflict as it does in the 
discrete publications against which contemporary academic performance management is measured. 
Apart from his many publications, De Beer also bequeathed an extraordinary disciplinary 
contribution in organising disciplinary tiltyards in the form of subject discipline meetings and in 
working through national and international organisations – both professional and academic. These 
meetings were where I first met, bewildered, bemused and enraged the vibrant and ever tolerant 
Afrikaner journalism and mass communication teaching and research community.  
Respondents to the State of the Discipline report universally agreed upon the enduring  impact 
of De Beer and EN on journalism and mass communication studies in South Africa. Chris Paterson, for 
example, observed that De Beer had “done as much, if not more, than many ... to raise the 
international profile of SA communication research” (Tomaselli & Shepperson, 2003: 196).      In 
escaping absolute relativism, the posit of Being is always present (i.e., being there) for a community 
of discourse, as De Beer had attempted to enable it during his career. This ‘thereness’ involves 
commonality-in-the-encounter for its participants. The multiplicity of experiences in the encounter 
and the consequent potential for intelligibility about it varies in accordance with the community of 
those who-are-there. The encounter involves radical translation and its indeterminacy. The subject 
who is strange to the thereness will be placed at an interpretative disadvantage (Quine 2013: 23–72). 
De Beer recurrently made this point in responding to what he initially considered as strange aspects 
of my multiple engagements of his work from my cultural and media studies paradigm, and with 
regard to this retrospective also. We were initially strangers to each other, and we had to continually 
negotiate our respective memories of particular moments, events, publications and interactions, 
from the late 1970s on.     
If meaning results from encounters, it is an already-there of intelligibility. Meaning can be 
therefore augmented, as in my periodic reassessments of De Beer’s continually shifting subject 
positioning in relation to my own. As with Wittgenstein's comment that `light dawns gradually over 
the whole' (1969: paras 141, 274), meaning emerges as an accretion of practical deployment, which 
is why I am revisiting my 2004 EN article here. Hindsight of the previous 16 years enables due 
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revisionism and greater nuance. Characteristic of my own jousting was historical materialism read 
through Antonio Gramsci (1971), Louis Althusser (1971) and Stuart Hall (see, e.g., 2016), 
underpinned by a Volosinovian (1973) materialist semiotics applied through CS Peirce (1931-1958), 
and grounded in empirical contexts defined by movements working for social justice, such as Vatican 
II Theology (Tomaselli and Teer-Tomaselli 2003).  
          In contrast, De Beer’s background was that of Dutch perswetenschap and later 
massacommunicatie (Guido Fauconnier),  German Publizistik (Max Weber), American journalism 
(John C. Merrill), as well as functionalism, especially that of Robert K. Merton and Charles R. Wright 
(see De Beer, 1995).   De Beer recalls that: 
Guido was perhaps the guiding Flemish light at the beginning of the '70s when I started at RAU 
("Functionele systematiek"). I invited him to RAU in the 1970s for guest lectures on a number 
of occasions, and though I was not allowed to lecture at Leuven, I visited with him there a few 
times. Later on, he became closely associated with Unisa, among other things as a board 
member of Communicatio.  Notably, Guido based his work, as I did, on the same German 
scholars (Prakke, Dovifat, Haacke, Hageman, and Maletzke). Also the same American authors, 
e.g. Wright and Merton, with McQuail bridging the European and American thinking on mass 
communication. He was instrumental in my graduate and undergraduate teaching and 
research in journalism and media studies at RAU and after that at Free State (he also had a 
long-standing working relationship with Unisa Communication, as noted above.   (per. com. 4 
January 2021). 
For de Beer, John Merrill’s Imperative of Freedom - A Philosophy of Journalistic Autonomy (1974) 
resonated because he wanted to develop (unlike Christians and others who sought a universal media 
ethics) a liberal philosophy of journalism that would be “helpful and meaningful” in the day-to-day 
lives of journalists. Merrill’s eclecticism appealed to De Beer, who realised that dogmatic 
functionalism would lead nowhere.  Though Merrill was criticised for being “too conservative”, Kant’s 
fundamentally Christian ethics was generally compatible with his.  Merrill’s journalism philosophy 
could be summarised in “a few words”: libertarianism, individualism, rationalism, self-interest, self-
control, pluralism, competition, duty, sensitivity, and existentialism” (Merrill, 1974:xv). His writing 
partnership with De Beer resulted in him ceding his very successful monograph, Global Journalism, to 
De Beer who edited the third edition under his name, the fourth under both names, and then a 
totally new version with a different approach, and with twenty new chapters and as many new 
authors, under De Beer’s (2009) name. Merrill wrote the preface.  
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In the 1990s, when he worked with Elanie Steyn1  at Potchefstroom, De Beer became more eclectic, 
blending qualitative and quantitative results, before the mixed research technique became vogue in 
the 2000´s. From 2003 until 2010 De Beer co-wrote a number of research articles with Herman 
Wasserman (e.g. Wasserman and De Beer, 2008; 2010), whose approach was that of postcolonialism, 
questioning positivism. Thereafter, De Beer moved back to qualitative (e.g. 2011), a well as 
descriptive journalism research (e.g. Hanitzsch et al., 2019).  
The older De Beer, previously a member of the Reformed Church, critically engaged the two 
leading exponents of Christian Reformed media ethics as applied at PUCHE/NWU (and consequently 
in South Africa).  Clifford Christians, who drew on Merrill's (1990) ideas stemming from the Age of 
Reason, coincided with De Beer’s need to find a basis for a journalistic weltanschauung not 
predicated on Calvinism. Paradoxically, De Beer was attracted to Christians's ideas of a media ethic 
with deep roots in Protestantism.  De Beer’s elaborates: 
Cliff would again come to the fore  in 2003 in Stellenbosch. I initiated (another 
“vakbyeenkoms”!) with Herman Wasserman and organised the first of what was to become 
known as the “Global Media Ethics Roundtable” Herman was the principal investigator from 
the Stellenbosch side, chairing the roundtable with Cliff. The first roundtable title was “In 
Search of Global Media Ethics” held at the Institute for Advanced Studies. This 
“vakbyeenkoms” turned out to be very much the most successful in terms of its “research 
legs”, as numerous publications flowed from the first and other roundtables. 
https://ethics.journalism.wisc.edu/2012/01/10/3rd-globalmedia-ethics-roundtable-a-meeting-
of-minds/ 
De Beer  (2017) controversially argued that PUCHE/NWU media ethics, based on a particularly 
reductionist Calvinist interpretation of the Bible, was primarily that of pillarization 
(verzuiling). Verzuiling invites politico-denominational social segregation, that is, a separation into 
                                                          
1 Steyn was a senior PUCHE student, De Beer’s research assistant and then co-researcher. Steyn joined Ecquid 
Novi (Editorial, Ecquid Novi, 1997) first as assistant to the editor and then as assistant editor throughout the 
1990s. They conducted the first national SA National Editors' Forum (Sanef) journalism skills project in the early 
2000s and the first South African international journalism content analysis projects, such as the Women’s 
Conference in Beijing and the Summer Olympics in the 1990s. De Beer reports that Steyn “… was my saving 
grace at Potchefstroom. I have never before, nor after, worked with another person so dedicated, who could work 
for hours on end, who as an Afrikaans person, could speak and write English like a first-language speaker, who 
was determined not to be bogged down by office politics, neither by troublesome contributors to EN. In between, 
she could take possession of a keyboard and type at the speed of white light while I was walking up and down 
dictating impromptu, with her looking up every now and then with: “Should we not rather say…?” On top of that, 
she had an even-keeled personality with a dry sense of humour. She single-handily dealt with EN’s administration 
and editing, and in between, we could work on several articles and publications such as the two Mass Media 
versions. I would have been at a loss without her diligent and constructive approach”. On obtaining her PhD in the 
early 2000s, Steyn joined the University of Oklahoma,  now associate professor and journalism where she has 
found her own “Elanie Steyn” to help her get through the hectic schedule of administration, teaching, research, 




groups stratified by religion and associated political beliefs. These societies were (and in some areas, 
still are) "vertically" divided into two or more groups known as pillars. PUCHE was argued by De Beer 
to have been fundamentally divorced from South Africa’s socio-political reality, and he concludes 
that PUCHE’s claiming of God’s divine sanction for a political policy and practice had had a 
devastating impact on the majority of the population (De Beer 2017 87).  
 
Previously, an editorial board member of Die Kerkblad,  the  journal of the Gereformeerde Kerke in 
Suid-Afrika (Reformed Churches, GKSA) he had resigned after a number of editorial articles by 
conservative board members cast suspicion on the political reforms initiated by President FW de 
Klerk. A turning point was an article by a board member on the interpretation of a passage in the Old 
Testament that the believer should not pull in the same yoke as heathen (2 Corinthians 6:14) This 
was an implied reference to De Klerk, deemed to be a heathen, due to his reformist initiatives 
after 1988 (also see Jordaan, 1999:488; and the editorial in Die Kerkbode, 26 Feb 1992, on the issue 
of pulling in the same yoke). Like Neels Smit (1991), De Beer reacted strongly to the implicit idea that 
De Klerk was siding with the Devil, and because the reforms were presented as a choice between 
God and the powers of Satan. "Is it not the case that members of the GKSA (also in Kerkblad articles) 
carried on as though 'we' were God's children, instead of 'God's people, are our people', he asked 
(De Beer, 1992).    
 
 
Epistemological Skirmishes  
In bringing cultural studies to the Afrikaans-speaking scholarly community, Nelia Oets and I had to 
devise new words to enable an appropriate translation of cultural studies terms from English into 
Afrikaans (Tomaselli and Oets 2004; see also Tomaselli et al 1985).  Culturalism is humanist in 
orientation and is sensitive to culture as the organising imperative in human interactions. Human 
agency resists and shapes determining social structures, backgrounding the tournament that pitted 
De Beer’s and my dialogues in the same academic tiltyard.  
Even though Oets was a mature-age Afrikaans Honours student and a first language speaker, 
Literator’s reviewers still detected traces of English expression and thinking in our Afrikaans 
grammar. My reading of De Beer’s 1980s work was salutary in addressing the indeterminacies of 
meaning (translation) arising from our jousting. In the process, we came to mutually reassess the 
nature of the structurally determined self-other relationship between us and how that often shaped 
our own (mis)interpretations of each other’s writings.   
 It was at the subject or disciplinary meetings organised by De Beer that I realised that ‘They’ 
(Afrikaners) also wanted to learn about ‘Us’ (i.e. the strangers who identified as liberals, Marxists, 
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English-speakers). These early meetings portended a shift in philosophical frameworks that were 
anticipating the inevitable societal change that was to come, eventually on 2 February 1990 (see 
Main Committee 1985;  see also Jansen  Van Rensburg and van der Waal 1999 on the parallel 
experience of anthropology in South Africa).  
           In the academic arena, exclusion occurs where writers assume that debate is external to the 
process of science. Excommunication is the excising of citations to scholarly work that is not part of 
one’s closed community.  In De Beer’s case, crucially, he was identified as a worthy ‘opponent’ by. 
three radical critics who engaged his anthology, Mass Media for the 1990s (1993a), which also 
included several cultural and media studies authors (see Burton & Gultig, 1996; Addison, 1998). A 
constructive dialogue across paradigms was briefly released. Indeed, De Beer himself shifted into 
media studies after 2000 (cf., e.g., De Beer, 2001: 2003; De Beer & Ross, 2001; Wasserman & De 
Beer, 2005). Yet, curiously, no reviews of the book were forthcoming from the orthodox 
communication science community. Nevertheless, this significant interchange occurred at the Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission’s Media Hearings where De Beer appeared on the invitation of the 
chair, (then) Bishop Desmond Tutu (TRC, 1998): 
  
MS MKHIZE (Member of the TRC panel): Professor, as a scholar of media, if you are to write 
the last book on your career, what sort of issues would you cover, especially taking into 
consideration all that has been revealed by the TRC process about what went wrong in the 
past with our media? 
PROF DE BEER: … it was called Mass Media in the Nineties (1993). It was only after this book 
appeared that we realised - when I realised, as editor of the book - when a young black 
journalist from the then Technikon Northern Transvaal said to me: “You know, this is a very 
white book,” and when Graham Addison, a colleague and friend, and a former full-time 
journalist, wrote a review in one of our journals, stating that the mind-set of this book was 
confined to the "mieliedriehoek", meaning Potchefstroom (University), Bloemfontein  
(University of the Free State) and (the University of) Pretoria. Over the last three to four years, 
we realised yes, indeed, our mind-set was that of the "mieliedriehoek". That was the way we 
perceived reality; that was the way we perceived South Africa. Though I think, we didn't really 
fulfil our duty, and I think if one looks at the 1998 edition (Mass Media - Towards the 
Millennium – The South African Handbook of Mass Communication), you will find a different 
version, a different look, a different perception.2 
                                                          
2 This transcript of de Beer’s submission to the TRC was grammatically slightly edited. The original transcript is here: 
   https://sabctrc.saha.org.za/documents/special/media/56346.htm?t=%2BBalaclava+%2Bgroup 
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Conceptual sparring is fundamental to academic practice. (cf., e.g., Jansen, 2004; Jordaan, 1994). De 
Beer’s “second (i.e. Stellenbosch) phase”, the SA-Brazil Media Research Project (yet another 
vakbyeenkoms) and its earlier indications at Potchefstroom,   as well as his later collaboration with 
Wasserman, altered our early  interactions. The point, of course, is that we are all involved in 
multiply layered interacting engagement that continuously affect our research practices.   
Which lances, whose rules? 
 
Where scholarly debate rather than excommunication does occur, it can appear as a vendetta 
between feuding academic cartels (cf., e.g., Hartley, 1999: 229-30; Hirst, 1998; Patching, 1998; Breen 
1998). Indeed, the “Media Wars” between the journalistic and cultural studies constituencies in, for 
instance, Australia in the 1990s,  more or less appeared as professional assassination. To South 
Africans, these interactions seemed inconsequential, located as we were in a society engaged in 
dealing with claims of a ‘total onslaught’ (see Hachten and Giffard 1994).  
The analogy of the medieval jousting tournament provides a better metaphor to imagine how 
academics engage with each other. Having clashed our lances, we would return to our corners and 
quietly and collegially regroup. We struggled over many issues, primarily Marxism; and secondarily, 
over researcher positioning and subjectivity. The original version of the present essay was my first 
attempt to address the indeterminacies of translation between the two of us.  
Often clarity appeared in an off-hand comment that De Beer might make, or when we were 
passing the time in his favourite Stellenbosch coffee shop, and during the weeks at Addis Ababa 
University where we were both guest lecturers, living in the same house. It was through the 
everydayness of our anecdotal interactions that surprising conceptual clarity often arose. Doing 
science is not just about the formal method as set out in dry textbooks and instrumentalist ethical 
clearance procedures. Doing research requires conversations, drawing on passing comments and 
informal talk, and even in jesting/jousting, that results in ground-breaking “Aha” or eureka moments.  
  
A culturalist joust 
  
In culturalism, “structures of feeling” as ways of knowing elevate emotion from the merely personal 
and private into the realm of the social (Williams, 1954). A “structure of feeling” is an ongoing social 
experience, connected to a generation and/or a period. In the case of De Beer and me, the period is 
two-fold - during and after apartheid. 
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       This article primarily focuses on late apartheid and its immediate aftermath. Our respective 
ideologies shifted between these periods, and the national structures of feeling changed entirely 
after the first election in 1994. They transformed again during each successive presidency (or 
“administration” as the African National Congress [ANC] pretentiously labels these periods). The 
hope and expectation of the Mandela years – the 1990s - gave way to alienation during the Zuma 
decade of national plundering. A new frustratingly elusive feeling of hope – as narrated by the 
national press - re-emerged after Cyril Ramaphosa ousted Zuma in 2018. Different structures of 
feeling, of course, were felt by those who engaged in state capture, while the majority for whom 
little changed simply went about their lives as usual. Many alarming and traumatic narratives written 
by our professional colleagues exposed the seething rawness of a failed liberation as the Zumerites 
ran riot (Krige 2019; Dasnois and Whitfield 2019; 2019; Myburgh 2019).  
Structures of feeling are experienced as real: “While experience describes the everyday or ‘way 
of life’, it is also key to analysing the relations that construct that reality” (Probyn, 1993:18). As 
different individuals with different histories, De Beer and I are mediators of our respective 
experiences within the diverse social, cultural and political worlds we inhabit.  
In De Beer’s case, culturalism would assess his writings in relation to his social class, his value 
system and his research, as a description of his feeling about the epoch about which he is writing and 
in which he directly participated while located at the various universities at which he was employed. 
The articles which most effectively narrated De Beer’s “feeling” during the transition—and that of 
many of his Afrikaner colleagues—was “The censorship of terror” (1989, 1990a, 1990b,1993b), which 
paints an apocalyptic picture of the immediate post-apartheid period.  These scenarios examined the 
future of the press against the backdrop of the foundational Four Theories of the Press (Siebert, 
Peterson & Schramm 1956). De Beer’s shifting subject position had enabled him to correctly predict 
seesawing threats against media freedom. 
In contrast to these descriptions of potential loss was an opposing structure of feeling, as 
articulated by social movements in conflict with apartheid. Counter-narratives within media studies 
sketched the Left’s structure of feeling in different terms (Louw & Tomaselli, 1988; Tomaselli, 1994; 
Teer-Tomaselli 1993). Freedom—for the left —could not be lost because democracy and social 
justice had not yet been won. The liberal position, which compellingly narrated the darkness of 
experience under apartheid, is found in, for example, Pollak (1981), Hachten and Giffard (1984), 
Jackson (1993) and Phelan’s (1987) Orwellian narrative structure of feeling.  
During the second epoch, during and after a stint as a member on the new Board of the South 
African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC), De Beer worked on global projects (e.g. De Beer and Merrill 
2004). This experience unlocked new international horizons for more comprehensive South African 
scholarship and participation, previously subjected to boycotts. De Beer’s heading the African 
Council for Communication’s Education Media, and Society Division (1999-2002) helped to plant an 
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African presence in global discussion, as did his decade’s long involvement with the centrist 
International Communication Division (ICD) of the Association for Journalism and Mass 
Communication (AEJMC), for which he received a special ICD award (a first for an academic from 
outside North America) for his contribution to international communication research 
My own stomping grounds during the 1980s included the Union for Democratic 
Communications (USA), the World Association for Christian Communication (London), and the 
International Association for Film and TV Schools (Brussels), a UNESCO affiliate that had invited my 
participation in recognition of my anti-apartheid film making activities. The appropriate anti-
apartheid organisations had approved my American engagements from the mid-1980s.  
The organisation in which most South Africans now participate, the International Association 
for Mass Communication Research (IAMCR), was off-limits until 1990. Post-1994 De Beer served on 
the IAMCR international council. Locally, De Beer was involved in the South African Communication 
Association (Sacomm) and the National Scholarly Editors’ Forum, a project within Academy of 
Science of South Africa. 
Participation in such organisations exposes one to different structures of feeling and of 
making sense. Culturalism opposes grand narratives which look for meta/holistic/unified 
explanations of social phenomena (cf., e.g., Venter, 1995; see also De Beer’s [1995:24-5] critique of 
Venter’s systems approach; cf. also De Beer, 2003). Human agency is restored to analysis, as I am 
doing now with De Beer-the-man. Culturalism questions August Comte’s positivism, adopted so 
unproblematically by that paradigm which its adherents call “communication science” (see Tomaselli 
2018a). De Beer’s analysis shifted quite fundamentally at the onset of the third millennium (cf., e.g., 
De Beer et al., 2004). 
           Science all too often eliminates the observers (and often the observed as well), who are 
reduced to mere cyphers and statistics. This method is described as “empirical-quantitative” 
research, subject to scientific testing (De Beer, 1990b:68) and therefore offering the possibility of 
objective validation (cf., e.g., De Beer, 1977). Culturalism references people/classes/social 
movements and social justice, rather than only abstract (industrial) scientific logic, or what De Beer 
(1990b:68) identifies as “critical-analytical”.    
 
Autoethnography permits readers to feel the moral dilemmas that confront us as researchers, 
enabling us to think with our narratives instead of merely about them (see Denzin 1997). My 
retrospective version tries to recover something of that ambience, texture and dilemma in the 
discussion of my liminal experience on “The Island” (see below). As well as increased emphasis on 
the experience of the researcher, reflexivity involves the awareness of research subjects as 
experiencing individuals.  
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While De Beer remains “’embedded’ in the broad notions of structural functionalism”, drawing 
on a variety of approaches, he came to straddle both quantitative and qualitative research in a “neo-
functional-eclectic” kind of way, taking his cue from Alexander, Luhmann (see De Beer, 2011; per. 
com., 16 June 2004). The genesis of this eclecticism reveals something of his experience as a lecturer 
at RAU in 1974 and as a part-time MA student at PUCHE, when the then chair of RAU’s 
communication department, prof. T.L. de Koning, declined De Beer’s (qualitative) historical analysis 
and insisted that he undertook a positivistic (quantitative) MA study under his supervision (De Beer, 
1977). 
The discursive terrain over which De Beer has moved approximated the polarities of 
communication in South Africa of the 1990s. While the natural sciences certainly transform practice 
(as an application of theory), the practices thus transformed are external to its theory. In the social 
world, however, “theory … transforms its own object” (Taylor, 1985:101). The “disanalogy with 
natural sciences lies in the nature of common sense understandings that science challenges, replaces 
or extends” (Taylor, 1985:92-93). 
Researchers are positioned by their class, ethnic, gender, racial, language and religious 
determinations, as De Beer implies in his testimony to the TRC below. Therefore, we need to each 
problematise our own subjectivities in relation to our research. This set of relations cannot be 
technically eliminated by the invention of a Voice of Authority/God/Science/Law where we refer to 
ourselves in the archaic Third Person, insisting that we are never part of that being studied.  
  
Ecquid Novi: Let the tournament begin 
  
Ecquid Novi’s 25th anniversary was a silver wedding between South African journalism research and 
teaching.  Unreflexively, I had claimed that Ecquid Novi was “functionalism at its worst, often 
publishing unscholarly articles and untheorized discussion by academics, newsmen and editors” 
(Tomaselli & Tomaselli, 1987:40). The Minister or Police, Louis le Grange, at the 1980 PUCHE Sacomm 
conference, for example, exerted a chilling influence on delegates like me. Still, Gavin Stewart from 
Rhodes had questioned Le Grange’s assumptions on the (mis)use of numbers to justify his a priori 
(apartheid supporting) conclusion. Le Grange (1980) had attempted to scientifically justify the 
morally indefensible through the use of objective quantitative analysis. His article was published ‘to 
show all and sundry who might be reading EN, the stupidity of that kind of ‘research’ (De Beer, per. 
com., 17 June 2004). Notwithstanding the fact that the study was “exposed/published” for the world 
to “see”, Le Grange would have considered publication as  academic legitimation. The plurality of the 
terrain being then mapped out by De Beer is, however, sketched in John Matisonn’s perceptive 
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comment in the same issue that an appropriate journal “could … bring us in contact with current 
debates and spawn new thinking about what we are doing” (1980:94).   
 “Science” was a discursive South African crossroads, battered and bruised, as anti- and pro-
apartheid, and “apolitical” scholars battled for ideological supremacy. The structures of feeling of the 
period as indicated in the pages of Ecquid Novi were, however, united by a pervasive sense of siege, 
albeit from different quarters (cf., e.g., Brown, 1980; Gerber, 1980; Tyson, 1981; Beckett, 1981). De 
Beer was already creating a vehicle open to, if not encouraging of, ideological difference. The 
composition of the journal’s editorial board also reflected these contradictions; all paradigms, from 
scientistic to Marxist, were included. Critical authors’ work started appearing from the late 1980s (cf., 
e.g., James, 1987; Paterson, 1991; Williams, 2000).  
Though the seeds of theoretical and methodological pluralism were planted in EN early on, 
missing were strategically composed editorials aimed at shaping, even framing paradigmatic 
directions and debate, which actively and systematically impact on the way the disciplines published 
think about and conceptually interrogate themselves. Rather, the tendency of local communication 
journals was for editorials to describe the issue content within a passive knowledge framework, as 
affirming taken-for-granted accounts of underlying processes. It would have been helpful to know 
that some kinds of articles were mischievously included in EN by De Beer to expose them as “sham 
science”! Debate thus languished mainly in the silences between articles, unconnected, undirected, 
unelaborated by our peers. Later theme issues like the one on Racism and the Media did gather a 
diverse group of academics to analyse the same topic (De Beer, 2000). Official disciplinary journals 
should be at the centre—not the peripheries—of debate, whether locally or internationally (cf., e.g., 
Sonderling’s 1997 critique [Malan & Agunga, 1998, a point alluded to by Sonja Verwey in 1999, in an 
editorial in Communicare 18[1]).  
Unlike Communicatio and Communicare, which adhered to Taylor’s “passive knowledge” 
understanding of research, EN proactively recruited articles and promoted subject conferences and 
debates, e.g. The Island meeting and a methodology panel at the Port Elizabeth conference of the 
South African Communication Association, drawing in a much wider variety of ideological positions in 
both its articles and shorter essays. EN was from the start globally oriented, whilst opening the field 
on a national level for South African authors to engage in debate.  EN was a project, a hybrid 
intellectual development strategy, that tried to connect town (the newspaper industry) and gown 
(the academy). It was not just an esoteric venue for scholars to publish in.  
Ecquid Novi also provided a clearinghouse during the 1980s for statements issued by cabinet 
ministers, editors, and journalists, and after 1990 it included “opinion articles” and/or speeches 
made by politicians. Regrettably,  little critique of these statements was forthcoming from the 
research or journalist communities. The academic publication became a product rather than a 
process, a debate always in the making, never complete. When we think of merely earning 
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publication incentives, we tend to forget that research is a peer conversation, rather than an 
opportunistic rent-seeking transaction (see Tomaselli 2018b). 
In order to survive the “publish or perish” syndrome that began in  the 1980s, when the 
Department of Education’s subsidy system for articles was introduced, EN shifted from what could 
perhaps best be called a hybrid Columbia Journalism Review qua Journalism Quarterly model in that 
the focus shifted to research articles which would then also garner state publishing subsidies, 
enabling the levying of page fees and financial survival.  
Ecquid Novi revealed entrepreneurial flair, long-term vision and networking strategy in 
developing not only the penetration of the journal but also in cultivating international networks 
benefiting its host institutions, no small feat for an African journal operating from a limited base.  
EN became the first communication journal from Africa to be International Scientific Index listed. In 
the 2019 SCImago journal rankings, EN was rated above Australian Journalism Review and Brazilian 
Journalism Research. 
. De Beer saw the role of EN to be a South African journal with a national, as well as an 
international focus and aspiration, not only confined to the national, nor the regional (i.e. sub-
Saharan African), but specialising in actual journalism issues, over a wide range, whether or not it 
dealt patiently with “African issues”, whilst Wasserman turned the focus of EN directly onto sub-
Saharan Africa, with occasional articles on the Arab speaking part of Africa. Under Wasserman’s 
editorship from 2007, EN repositioned itself as an African journal, with (manly if not all) authors from 
Africa. He also changed the “signature” of EN away from being a platform for “practical journalistic 
issues” to journalism and media studies. Inevitably the title of the journal was changed to 
accommodate the change in editorial policy. “Ecquid Novi” fell away, and the sub-title, “African 
Journalism Studies,” became the journal’s default new name.  
Having outlined the context and some outcomes of EN, I now return to the conceptual 
frameworks elaborated above in assessing the origin of our debates, of our academic conversations 
and of our paradigmatic differences. 
  
Knights of the Round Table: The Island experience 
  
De Beer organised a meeting to celebrate the   coming-of-age of journalism education in South Africa 
in 1981, held on an island owned by RAU in the middle of the Vaal Dam. He had wanted to “get 
Afrikaans academics and journalists out of their enclosures and to start a dialogue with struggle 
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academics and journalists” (per. com., 18 October 1999; see also De Beer 1981). meetings were 
attended by mainly “male Afrikaners and a few women … and of course a few Engelse” (English 
speakers). 
The experience of being one of five participating Engelse marooned on The Island was 
exemplary in our learning about the prevailing structure of feeling that pervaded that social space 
then inhabited by our Afrikaner peers. This is where I first encountered the extraordinary, 
mysterious, and awe-inspiring power that Piet Cillié (see 1980), former editor of Die Burger and then 
head of the SU Department of Journalism, held over his compatriots. This relationship with 
Authority/Law differed from the one into which I had been socialised at Wits and Rhodes, where the 
knights/professors encouraged critique. In contrast, Cillié commanded awe, obedience to his person, 
and thereby to his position.  Arthur Goldstuck (per. com., 4 April 2004) recalled “the strange tension 
with regard to Denis Beckett being viewed as the ‘verraaier’ (traitor)” and me as the entertainment in 
the form of a ‘real live Marxist’”.  
Ever mischievous, as De Beer revealed: “Cillié asked me why I had all these second-hand 
Marxist impostors (mostly Afrikaans speaking lecturers in journalism) talking the whole time at the 
two-day conference [leaving] the real ‘McCoy’ Marxist (Tomaselli) until the very last session” (pers. 
comm. 18 October 1999). The irony was that almost all of the Afrikaners were quoting Marxist and 
neo-Marxist sources as a form of inter-paradigmatic negotiation, as light dawned gradually over the 
whole for the different constituencies, a clear example of translation at work. Conferences transgress 
fixed discursivity within our specific sign communities when our respective interpretive frameworks – 
theories – are able to transform their own objects (Taylor, 1985:101).  
Negotiations between Marxism and communication science were already underway (cf., e.g., 
Snyman, 1987; Roelofse, 1981). During the 1980s, revealed Beckett, The Island was considered 
“offshore”, and local black leaders where being hosted there for post-apartheid discussions 
Esoterically discussing Marx on The Island was not therefore regarded as treasonable. Marx, like the 
communication science scholars present, was also positivist, but what was intriguing was the nature 
of the discussions, which to me bore little resemblance to the original intentions of the historical 
materialists being discussed. 
   That our respective experiences touched somewhere I later attributed to the matrilineal side 
of my family that had been of (Anglicised) Afrikaner origin. I had internalised aspects of the Afrikaner 
structure of feeling, rendering me more alert and empathetic to concerns beyond the consciousness 
of typical English-speaking South Africans whose disdain of Afrikaners (often called ‘rock spiders’) 
was often as discursively vicious as that supposedly inflicted by Afrikaners on blacks.   
De Beer had tried to establish a space for negotiation—a round table—where opposing knights 
could do ideological, theoretical and methodological sparring, with the arena/Island providing the 
rules of engagement. De Beer gave me space and legitimacy within Afrikanerdom to argue for 
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ideological interaction with some of my own radical English-speaking comrades who had accused me 
of consorting with “the enemy” (Afrikanerdom). Meaning separates out from other meanings 
precisely because scholarly communities are spatially, linguistically, paradigmatically and 
ideologically separated. If communities make their encounter-experience the business of entering 
multiple communities, such as is enabled by conferences, then their meanings and their words will 
have wider currency than the meanings and words of mutually-exclusive communities that lack a 
practice of inter scholarly community dialogue.   
This going-among embraces forms as various as there are environments within which such 
encounters can occur. De Beer had worked to “keep up contact with individuals and organisations 
outside the immediate Afrikaans academic and journalist laager” (per. com., 18 October 1999), as 
well as with the liberal South African Union of Journalists. That was a continuation from his student 
days, of engaging with the “enemy” as represented by South African Students’ Press Union, affiliated 
to the anti-apartheid National Union of South African Students. To a considerable extent, De Beer 
acted as a cultural (if not ideological) intermediary; a role codified in EN. 
  
Who is in this text? My disembodied self or me? 
  
My self-reflexive “subjective” location considerably exercised De Beer’s (1990b) strong response to 
my and Louw’s (1990) critique of the relevance of Siebert et al.’s (1956) press theories under 
conditions of apartheid in relation to our discussion of the Afrikaans alternative weekly, Vrye 
Weekblad [Freedom Weekly], and the need for a plural media in the impending post-apartheid 
period (see du Preez 2000). If I am to admit my context, then I must acknowledge that I am in the 
texts that I am both studying and writing about (e.g., The Island, anti-apartheid resistance, and the 
Taal en Stryd [Language and Struggle] Conference at which my and Louw’s paper was presented).  
One of the niggles that underpinned the science versus cultural studies clash was the use of 
first and third-person pronouns. A brief debate occurred in EN, sourced to Keith Windschuttle’s 
(1997) well-reasoned critique of cultural and media studies, especially in Australia where entire 
journals, conferences and books were devoted to his intervention. De Beer alerted me to 
Windschuttle’s  paper before its appearance in EN, indicating that its realist arguments would be 
significantly challenging.  
The full implications of researcher position must indeed have hit home when De Beer, together 
Vrye Weekblad editor, Max du Preez, testified at the TRC media hearings on invitation as Nasionale 
Pers had decided not to make a submission to the TRC. De Beer was the only Afrikaner media 
academic to have done so.  Though Naspers had declined an invitation to appear at the media 
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hearing, Naspers’s reformist chairman, Ton Vosloo, later penned without a trace of irony the 
“Forward” to Lizette Rabe’s (2020) book on media freedom.  
De Beer, who had once worked for Naspers, appeared in his personal capacity as a former 
journalist who worked in the 1960s and early 1970s for Afrikaans newspapers, and as a journalism 
academic since 1974. He testified as follows: 
Few things have had such a radical effect in my life and my awareness, as the revelations 
before your Commission of the atrocities of Vlakplaas ... This and the other disconcerting and 
upsetting information which came to the fore in the last years of apartheid, increasingly made 
me aware of the certainty that I myself and fellow Christians and Christian Afrikaners, 
particularly, had failed miserably in giving effect to the most basic principle of Christianity, 
namely to love our neighbours as we love ourselves. It is my firm conviction that I myself and 
millions of other fellow Afrikaner Christians, could not be held directly and primarily and 
personally responsible for complicity in the gross violations of human rights as committed by 
Vlakplaas murderers. However, I am equally aware and convinced that I and my fellow 
Afrikaners, are individually and collectively responsible for that which was committed under 
the ideological cover of apartheid against our neighbours in the Christian sense. 
....(T)hat particularly in my media work, as well as in my media lecturing and research, but also 
in other circles of life, under certain circumstances, I had effectively kept quiet about 
apartheid when I should have protested more vocally. That through my inaction in my media 
work and media lecturing and research, as well as through some of my actions in other 
circumstances, I wittingly, but also unwittingly was co-responsible for and allowed the shadow 
of apartheid to be cast over the country and its people.  
For the above, I accept unconditional responsibility, admit to my guilt and request in all 
humility the understanding and forgiveness of my fellow countrymen. It is also in this spirit 
that I stated similar points of view during the first meeting of the 1993/1996 SABC Council and 
upon the occasion of the founding meeting of the SA National Editors Forum. This is also the 
intent of the proposal which I submitted to the Senate of Potchefstroom University with a 
number of my colleagues, and which I also expressed within the context of the Reformed 
Church of which I was a member.  
The TRC’s Media Hearing transcription recognised De Beer’s candid statement thus:  
CHAIRPERSON: Well, thanks again then, Prof De Beer, for having come, but also for having said 
the things that you have said. We have met in the course of our existence as a Commission, 
people who have not been able to say the things that you have said. 
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It is not easy for anyone person to say I could have done more; I was in a position to have 
made a difference, but I didn't use all the opportunities and the resources at my disposal to 
influence change ...  
One can only hope that there are more people like you, because if there are, then maybe there 
is hope for some of the objectives of the Commission to be achieved.  
 
The Afrikaans daily newspapers Beeld and Die Burger did offer factual coverage of the media 
hearings and shared copy with each other. Both reported on the TRC's disappointment and criticism 
that the Afrikaans media had not been officially represented at the hearings and they criticized  
Naspers' alleged threats against their journalists wanting to give testimony to the Commission (see 
De Beer and Fouché 2000). Rabe (2020: 34) expresses the refusal thus:  ‘Afrikaans media companies 
did not support the idea that they should “confess” their role during apartheid to the TRC, “where 
gross and horrifying testimony” was heard about illegal security operations, especially the Vlakplaas 
horrors.’ 
Testimony at the TRC was voluntary,  where individuals could seek absolution.  One of the 
downsides was that those who “came forward” also tended to unfairly absorb the collective guilt for 
those who did not seek forgiveness. Confession on occasion resulted in further excommunication, 
both from the hegemonic group from which one had weaned oneself, on the one hand and from the 
group that was wronged, on the other.  However, De Beer himself had previously experienced 
ostracism for testing the edges of the prevailing Afrikaner consensus.  
De Beer self-consciously critiqued his own previous location within the political discourse of 
which he was once an adherent, describing the criticism this elicited from some of his peers (De Beer 
& Fouché, 2000). However, the personal mea culpa was delinked from the kind of science that De 
Beer wanted to espouse.  
Contradictory consciousness is a not uncommon state in scientific versus personal 
practice/belief. Finding a middle path underpinned early cultural studies as articulated in Richard 
Johnson’s (1987) maxim that “neither structuralism nor culturalism will do”. The new approach was 
neither to accept Stalinism nor the totally experiential. Instead, cultural studies re-inserted humans 
as conscious agentic class-based beings within the structures that shaped them. Our respective 
research positions were acknowledged in our later jointly authored study on the negotiation of 
ideological schisms within South African journalism and mass communication studies (De Beer & 
Tomaselli, 2000:10). 
As my references to Taylor (1985) indicate, the hegemony by which natural “science” has been 
able to command a methodological sway over the human and social sciences has had more to do 
with its power than its truth. To assert otherwise amounts to a reduction to extra-discursivity, 
forgetting that our narratives know the natural world by which we construct our social worlds. Some 
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versions of Relativity Theory (see Stevenson and Greene’s 1980 application to bias in journalism) and 
Quantum Mechanics have put to bed any notion of a fixed, unchanging, and objective world. If there 
is anything to be learned from these “hard” sciences, it is the relative nature of “truth”—whether 
physical or human. From Taylor, we know to be cautious of any theory or paradigm that claims a 
“one size fits all” capability. The love affair with natural science models in communication science has 
led many to erroneously assume that human realities can, even should, be studied in the same ways 
in which we regard the inorganic world. However, human experience is not so predictable. 
  
Past the post-1990 
  
Human agency always skewers out opportunities for dialectical engagement, notwithstanding 
determining overarching structures, discourses that shape, proscribe and restrain our social, and 
research practices. In the process, I hope to have illuminated the nature of the debate between me 
and the founder of EN at a variety of different levels during different periods. In responding to my 
own diary, De Beer wrote: 
Your exposition would have been applicable by and large for the first decade of the 40-year 
plus cycle under discussion (i.e. the 1980s). Having met especially with Ruth Teer-Tomaselli at 
the SABC in the early 1990s and having moved (ironically) to Potch at the beginning of the 
1990s, made it possible for me to move to what I called (for lack of a better term) a pragmatic 
point of view as it opened the door to multiple methods, different worldviews, and different 
assumptions, as well as different forms of data collection and analysis. Whichever way, this 
also opened the possibility for me to work with Herman Wasserman when I moved to 
Stellenbosch at the beginning of 2000, e.g. I worked with him within a post-colonial context. 
Still, I also worked with the hyper-quantitative ww.worldsofjourmalism.org project and within 
other contexts as well. Suffice to say that I am not the person/researcher of the ‘70/’80s (pers. 
Com. 5 October 2020). 
     My own choice of culturalism over my early historical materialist political economy provided me 
experiential leeway in examining interpersonal relationships (rather than just [structural] relations), 
the texture of the structures of feeling (both mine and that of my subject [EN/De Beer]), and of 
understanding of ourselves in dialogue from the perspectives of our respective subjectivities during 
the two epochs. And, unlike the momentary Australian debate between the journalism educator and 
cultural studies constituencies, in South Africa, notwithstanding the far greater social implications 
and much greater intensity of  social struggle individual academics here engaged in so-called Media 
Wars never issued  death threats (metaphorical or otherwise), though the risk from the state was 
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ever-present. We worked out our differences in the discursive jousting arena Indeed, South Africans 
chose this peaceful route in 1994. Ecquid Novi helped play a role in this task. 
     The basics of the above story remain valid for the post-millennium period, as we settled into our 
respective epistemological rhythms, and continue with work that is never done - well into our 
seventies.   
Although we did not necessarily think the same, and we continue to debate our 
indeterminacies of translation, we could argue our differences in a synthesising dialectical 
progression that took us towards common meaning-making. We were arguing about our differences 
rather than our similarities, in a truly dialectical and always fruitful academic relationship. That is 
how it should be – dialogues rather than monologues. 
    
Postscript 
De Beer fears that our scholarly community has somewhat misplaced its collegiality in recent years. 
An allied outcome is the fracturing of negotiated discourses of community, as the new, radical, 
younger, generation forcefully expresses a different racially verzuiling´s process. Overlaid on this 
fractional racialised experience is performance management, whose tick boxes have largely replaced 
collaborations and partnerships by reconstituting academics into individuated self-sustaining 
productivity units. Debate, commentaries, and book reviews are disincentivised by instrumentalist 
university applications of the South African Department Higher Education and Training’s publication 
incentive for university researchers. Conversations are now about meeting measured outputs. 
Augmented meaning now rarely results from encounters; instead, a priori conclusions are often 
asserted as an audited product. The human retrieved by culturalism is now an alienated subject of 
structure – a cog in a conveyer belt. Such a belt actively discourages conceptual jousting, which 
fundamentally characterised my and de Beer’s intellectual relationship. 
The only person to have posted obituaries of departed elderly founder Sacomm members has 
been De Beer (of those whom he knew, worked with, and even with whom he feuded). Many others 
simply passed on or retired to quieter pastures, without any eulogies posted on the Sacomm list. 
Their contributions should be eulogised, he argued. There is a new self-centred parochialism afoot 
and reference to the broader community of scholars where Sacomm has always excelled. While such 
mentions may have migrated to social media, scholarly associations remain crucial in linking 
communities in deeper-seated inter-cultural discussion – values actively pursued by all Sacomm 
presidents.   
For De Beer, media ethics scholars who professed their intense and devout belief in making 
Christian ideas come to life in secular journalism, would, during the time of apartheid, have had to 
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move out of the inherited campus-based zuil to encounter their colleagues in the outside world of 
apartheid (2017: 86). Being the inveterate  academic traveller as De Beer was, had alerted him to the 
ideologically narrowing effects of pillarization.   
However, pillarization extended also to many liberal English campuses whose academics 
eschewed the opportunity of interacting with other scholarly communities based in different 
intellectual, geographical and linguistic environments. The Island experience, for me, was pivotal, in 
understanding the effects of verzuiling, Calvinistic or otherwise. 
As De Beer reminds, citing the De Gruchys (2005), South Africa had known two kinds of 
Calvinism before 1994: an orthodox Calvinism, defined as being a reactionary conservative social 
force’ in defence of apartheid, and an alternative Calvinism, within which I was embedded, ‘which co-
existed with the former but which opposed apartheid and contributed to the struggle for liberation.’  
Where the former represented the reformed tradition as a reactionary conservative social force, the 
latter represented it as a transforming tradition  (De Beer 2017: 87) in the Taylorist sense.  
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